Social network Analysis-based classifier (SNAc): A case study on time course gene expression data.
Social Network Analysis is an attractive approach to model and analyze complex networks. In recent years, several bioinformatics related networks have been modeled and analyzed thoroughly using social network analysis. The objective of this study is to build a social network analysis based classifier for time sequential data. In this work, we model a genomic time sequential data as a 'social' network of interactions. We define interactions as similarity of patients' measurements. Using this 'genomic social network', we develop a classification model called Social Network Analysis-based Classifier. We conducted some experiments to demonstrate how the developed Social Network Analysis-based Classifier outperforms traditional classifiers by effectively classifying a time sequential genomic dataset. Best achieved accuracy is 64.51% and best f-measure is 78.34%. Our study emphasized Social Network Analysis-based Classifier Model as a powerful technique for analyzing a time sequential dataset. Eventually, the plan is to develop and evolve the Social Network Analysis-based Classifier model into a general classifier.